Commerzbank, Telekom partner on digital industry solutions

Deutsche Telekom and Commerzbank are cooperating in the industrial sector. Together they are developing fully automated supply chains with integrated financial services.
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The first trucks with the pieces of the Leonardo supercomputer arrive at the Cineca in Bologna

“The security of states and companies passes from the management of big data”. Giuseppe Di Franco, CEO of the Italian division of Atos, the number one group in Europe in the Cloud, Cybersecurity and High-Performance Computing and global leader in digital transformation with 110 thousand employees in 73 countries and 12 billion euros of consolidated turnover, is certain of this.
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Commerzbank : and Deutsche Telekom cooperating on digital industry solutions more

Deutsche Telekom and Commerzbank are cooperating in the industrial sector. Together they are developing fully automated supply chains with integrated financial services.
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Welcome to the 32nd edition of our newsletter on developments in the automotive industry published by Morgan Lewis’s automotive and mobility team with contributions from lawyers in our offices around the globe.

Data-first companies: survivability from the unexpected

On June 30th and July 1st, at LuxExpo a new edition of the global tech conference ICT Spring Europe was held. The first afternoon inside the Data Room was dedicated to European sovereignty empowered by Cloud Computing and Data Management.

EGP gives vision on data sovereignty

In Gaia-X, the project to set up an EU data infrastructure, data sovereignty is paramount, and why that is so important explains the...

Translated with deepl translator.
Timber industry meets data science at eye level

Together for more sustainability and competitiveness through intelligent and sovereign data use along the value chain

Translated with deepl translator.
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